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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Thanks everybody, I’m really excited to be here and nice to meet you all if I haven’t already. Sophie Schmitt from Notified. And I’m really happy to talk to you a little bit about AI which is a topic I’m passionate about and one that Notified I think in a lot of ways is kind of leading in the IR community world. Those who know me will know that I don’t like speaking about myself, so I decided to have AI introduce myself.
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So you can see how much AI has evolved in the last 6-12 months. Obviously not perfect, but we will talk about the use-cases where people are using text to speech features. That was my voice, or AIs interpretation of my voice, without me reading that. 
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2023 | The Year of AI? Not So Fast…
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Source: Google Search Trend Analytics
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Vorführender
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To kick off, I wanted to start with a topic that may be just as annoying for some people in this room at this point as AI, which is Taylor Swift. What I did, and I’m not sure any of you have done this before, is looked at google analytics or trends for searches. If you look at the green line, that’s the trend or magnitude for AI, and the pink line is for Taylor Swift. The reason I brought this up is because everyone feels like these are two topics that have dominated the news over the past year and a half, but what’s really interesting is to put it into perspective
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Perspective | We Are in Early Innings!

Source: Google Search Trend Analytics
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
What you see here, are the same bars, but we go all the way back to 2006, and the bar at the top is the Apple Iphone, something I’m sure most of you are using today but only few were using back in 2006/2007. The reason I’m showing you this is because we are still VERY MUCH in the early innings of AI. We should view the innovation curve and arch no different than iPhone back in 2006/2007 and there’s a long road and journey ahead of us.
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AI Adoption Curve in Q1 2024…
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Vorführender
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One of the things that I thought would be interesting is giving everyone a perspective of who is using AI today, and to what extent or to what degree. You will see that around 23% of a Statista adoption study of CEOs have already adopted AI, and at the same time a staggering 43% have just at the exploration phase. The punch line here is that if you’re not using AI today > NEXT SLIDE



If you aren’t using AI… 
It’s not too late!
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don’t worry, it’s not too late!
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So… | What Is AI?

Machine intelligence continuum

Cognitive ComputingEvolve

Deep LearningMaster

True A.I.Relate

Generative A.I.Create

Machine LearningLearn

Robotic Process Automation (RPA)Predict

Basic ComputingAct

Vorführender
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One of the key things to understand about AI is really what it is and I think a lot of people have sort of dumbed down the term AI to be more all encompassing. The reality is, that there’s a lot of things that you an do from a system and process or technology perspective without an ecosystem that don’t leverage some of the leading AI tools that are actually much cheaper and much easier to implement.So what I’ve put on the left is to kind of understand the levels of what I would say technical difficulty as you work up what they call the machine intelligence continuum. Right now, we are somewhere around here with generative AI, so when everything thinks about ChatGPT, it’s soft of capable of generating things, it’s not true artificial intelligence, there’s sort of much more as you move up the curve that is I think anticipated to come in the future. But a lot of the efficiencies in an organization actually come from these two things that have been around for decades:RPA, which is robotic process automation and basically telling a process within your ecosystem to repeat itself over and over again after you define a path, andMachine learning: which is basically saying if there is a system of patterns, recreating that pattern over and overIn an IR context, you can do this in terms of Q&A prep and we’ll talk about that a little bit later with ways we’ve seen clients start to do that
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Crossing the Chasm:
The Space Between Capability & Desired Use Cases

ChatGPT Prompt 
“Generate a picture of two hands shaking over a 
business deal. The picture should be professional 
for inclusion on a corporate website”

Today
Content 
Summarization

Content 
Iteration

Basic Content 
Generation

Live 
Transcription

Basic Audio 
Replication

Vorführender
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So one of the things I wanted to focus on is where we are today, what AI is capable of today, whether you’re speaking about a tool like ChatGPT or Microsoft CoPilot, and where we can go.Today it’s really limited in the use cases that we are seeing to:1. content summarization, really great at pulling out key points, not great at distilling finer points2. Content iteration – take this paragraph, take this word block and reissue it with a different one or give me three different ways to say it3. Basic content generation, and I’ll show you a a picture in a second and why basic is important. 4. Live transcription – really good at providing real time transcription even into different languages and allowing you to go back and edit scripts or reportings and we’ll talk about that with a use case in a minute5. And then basic audio replication, which you saw a demo of my introduction earlier.So I think one thing to remember that keeps coming up is that it’s still not perfect. It’s very basic. And so I asked it to generate a picture of two hands shaking over a business deal, and I said the picture should be professional for inclusion on a corporate website, and I got this. A lot of fingers… So you know, this is a little bit of a joke to show you how much further this technology has to go and there’s a lot of excitement today but I think It has to be tempered with the fact that it’s not necessarily technology that in your day to day roles yet, which are so focused on reputation and integrity of data, is something that I think everyone is going to be jumping into in the near term. It’s really reliant on technology providers like Notified and others in the ecosystem to build purpose built AI tools that enable you to leverage it within your roles and to help you complete your responsibilities.
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Leading Unique Case Studies for IR AI Use Today

Script & Communication 
Interpretation

Fortune 100 Multi -National 
Consumer Goods Company

Pre- loads earnings scripts and 
disclosures into AI tools (e.g., 
ChatGPT Enterprise) with redacted 
MNPI, to understand AI -generated 
summary before publication.

Earnings Script Pre -Records 
without your CEO

US Small Cap Consumer 
Technology Provider

Leverages AI Software 
(e.g., Synthesia ) to pre - record 
Earnings call scripts, eliminating 
re- records on last minute 
script changes.

Analyst & Investor Call 
Transcripts & Summarization

Fortune 500 Global Data Center 
Services Provider

Obtains consent and discloses 
recording of all Investor & Analyst 
Calls. Leverage transcripts for 
common themes and QA Prep

Of course there are more basic use cases too…

Vorführender
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So I wanted to share 3 leading use-cases that I thought were pretty representative of things that we’ve heard whether it was at sessions in London, or Hong Kong, or Singapore, or New York, as well as some quite unique ones.Script & communication interpretationAs you go out to the buy-side and sell-side you will notice that they are using AI summarization tools like ChatGPT to capture the key points of your earnings releases, annual reports, etc.,. One thing that we’re advising clients is to put your information through ChatGPT (obviously redacted if there is material non publicly available information on there) to see what others are gleaning out of the summary that they’re using the tools for. Because regardless of whether you would use it and feel like it’s a good tool or not, other are and so you need to understand what information is being pulled through these.The second use-case is of course where you all heard the quality of the voice earlier, and you can make up your own mind and decision on whether you would do this, I don’t think I would but we have clients that are completely pre recording without their CEO an earnings script and call. I think today, you lose tone, you lose sentiment, and I think you lose passion, and it becomes very hard to feel an authentic message. One middle ground I’ve seen is where clients use tools like de-script or Speechify to load a pre-record of the entire earnings call and pull out any ummms or uhhhhs or words that they want to delete so that you don’t have to do a whole new pre-record completely.The other which is interesting is analyst and investor call transcripts or summarization. Just by a show of hands, how many people are using AI note taking tools today, anyone in this room? Okay, so we’re starting to see clients adopt this and it’s difficult because you have to disclose it and everyone has to be comfortable with it, but we’re starting to see a prevalence of increase of having a live note taker that’s actually synthesizing this information, usually to distribute it out to both partiers after the call.
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Crossing the Chasm:
The Space Between Capability & Desired Use Cases

Tomorrow

• Real-Time, Financial Peer Set Analysis
• Annual Report, ESG Report, Earnings 

Presentation Generation
• Predictive Analyst Q&A Support
• Retail Shareholder Management and Financial 

Content Translation

The art of the possible

Vorführender
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If we now shift gears and talk about what is possible, Firstly, I think rather than thinking about it in years, we have to think about it in months, I’d probably say 18-24 months, because we’ve seen this technology come so far in a short amount of timeThe ones I like to highlight on here are:Annual report, ESG report, earnings presentation generation: I think everyone struggles with these and spends a lot of time on something that ends up being a single point in time. There have been talks about creating an evergreen document where you’re pulling information in and it’s auto updating on a quarterly or semi-annual basis, which I think represents a lot of opportunity herePredictive analyst Q&A support: this is one thing, I’ll tell you, where at Notified we’re spending a tremendous amount of time and R&D in, and we think there’s a huge value add there. To explain, imagine a world where you get anticipatory answers as well as questions that will be asked during your Q&A based on participants that have registered for your earnings calls. So if so and so at HSBC always asks a question about cashflow, making sure you’ve got those answers at your fingertips and are able to triangulate how your answers would differ from historical answers or peer set answers to the extent that those are publicly available. And retail shareholder management in the financial translation context is huge. When you look at certain equities and companies who have a large retail base, some are spending 70% of their time to service 30% of their shareholder base. So one of the things we’re talking about and working on in partnership with our clients is how do you translate, to the retail investor so that as an IRO, you’re not having to spend time having to interact with people on a sub scale basis
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Common Challenges in Today’s Use of AI
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Vorführender
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One of the key things we continue to hear and talk about of course are the concerns around AI, and I like to throw these up to show people that you are not alone. We’ve done a number of these types of sessions globally, and what’s interesting is that almost consistently across the board, yes privacy tends to be a bigger concern in Europe than for example in North America, but essentially as you go down these, accuracy, security and data sources continue to be the top three across the boardAs we talk about the next steps for employing or deploying AI in your environment, these are things that you absolutely have to keep in mind. 



Where to Start
Or Continue…
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Now being mindful of time and the fact that I cannot get on Paolo’s wrong side so early on in our trip across the middle east, I want to leave you all with a practical guide with what I think are four steps with what to do next. 
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A Practical Guide to Starting With AI…

Governance1

Education2

Experimentation & Practice3

Use Case Identification,
Prioritization & Implementation

4

Vorführender
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If you’re sitting here today, and you’re thinking what does it make sense for me to go back with, it’s going to differ depending on the industry that you’re part of. For example, if you’re a financial services or biotech organization, chances are you are light years ahead as far as deploying AI vs a mining company, and that’s okay, but understanding what makes sense for your enterprise is really importantFirstly, I always advise people to start with governance
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Governance

AI use policies & governance structure

1

Establishing an AI 
Governance Committee

Defining AI Use Objectives
(Internal vs. External, Efficiency vs. 
Growth, Generative vs. Non -Generative)

Crafting Policies that Support 
Objectives & Consider Limitations
(Approved Tools, Use Cases, Users, 
Use Disclosure Statements)

Encourage Continuous
Monitoring & Improvement 
(AI Innovation Curve is Hyperbolic; a 
Policy should be Living, not Static)

Vorführender
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And for me this starts with creating a governance committee and thinking about who you want to be part of that. I always advise IROs are part of the governance committee because you’re one of the only functions that sees across so many cross functional disciplines within the organization, you have a seat often times at the executive level, and you’re going to be held, if you aren’t already, to speaking about the use of AI commercially. I would say that you should not spearhead it, it really should be lead by IT, whether that’s the chief information security officer because so much of this centers around information security, engineering, and certainly has to have a strong presence with your GC general council at the table to make sure that you’re approaching these things with the right legal lens and thinking about potential ramifications of use cases further down the line.The other important point is thinking about how to draft a policy or a standard operating procedure for your organization. Notified has public data but is a private organisation, and so we’re much less risk averse in the way that we’re implementing it today than some of our public peers. So understanding how your eco system or environment shapes the way that you employ it is really importantBetter defining your use cases, meaning are you just using it for commercial reasons, are you using it to drive efficiencies, are you allowing employees to have individual ecosystems, etc.And then the last for me is to encourage continuous monitoring and improvement because this is such a fast moving industry and technology. 
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Education

Education is critical to managing risk

Public AI
Public AI refers to AI models or tools that 
train off publicly available data on the 
internet, or other unrestricted user data

Private AI
Private AI refers to AI models or tools 
designed to be used by a specific entity
and trained on proprietary datasets not
made publicly available

2

Cost Speed to Use Data Privacy Control

Vorführender
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To me the other really big thing is education. When we implemented our SOP at Notified, this was the immediate next step. A lot of people don’t necessarily understand where information is at risk and where it is safe. And it comes down to the divide between public AI and private AI. For example, chatGPT – there is a public version and there is an enterprise version that is secure and private.
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Experimentation & practice

AI won’t replace you…

Writing
ChatGPT | Google Gemini | 
Grammarly | Copy AI | Quillbot

Images
Dall-E | Mid Journey AI | Firefly

Presentations
Beautiful AI | Gamma AI | Microsoft 
Co-Pilot | Slides AI

Video & Audio Recordings
Synthesia AI | Descript AI | 
Speechify AI | Akool AI

Summaries
ChatGPT (Limited) | Claude AI | 
AnySummary.app

Live Note Taking
Otter | Notta | Supernormal AI | 
Zoom

But someone who knows how to use AI might…

3

Content Generation Content Composition Content Summarization

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
One of my favourite quotes is that AI won’t replace you, and I’m a firm believer in that, but someone who can use AI better than you might. And I really believe that the next generation of really effective and efficient and successful people in the corporate enterprikse will be really great at harnessing the tools no different than it was with the internet.I’ve personally spent a lot of time experiment because I think that’s the only way to really figure out what works, and the bottom line for me is that for so many of these, it’s still in such early innings that you actually spend more time trying to generate short cut answer or a short cut result than you actually save time in the long run. 
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Use Case Identification, 
Prioritization & Implementation

DIY vs. Commercialized Solutions

4

• Understand Your Enterprise’s Capabilities

• Consider Integrity, Completeness, and Staging 
of Enterprise Data

• Consider Computing Cost, Development Time, 
Outcome Accuracy

• Weigh Benefit of Investing vs. Waiting for 
Commercialized Solution

Vorführender
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The last one for me, as you’re thinking about where does it make sense to deploy AI, is really breaking down the barrier between DIY vs commercialized solutions. Commercialized meaning I’m going to go consumer or buy a Microsoft co-pilot license VS a DIY solution which requires a tremendous amount of training. And I cannot underestimate or underscore that enough. The amount of training that is needed prior to produce the desired outcome takes dozens of data engineers. It’s not a matter of putting 1-2 people on this. The other thing to consider is completeness and completion of data. while technology may not be there, don’t wait to create the data input. you get the quality out equated to the quality that you put in. So, if you don’t have data that’s organized in a way that’s accessible in a data lake that is cleansed, that’s been validated, that’s consistent in hierarchy and organization across your enterprise, that’s where I would start because otherwise you’re never going to get the ROI on the investment.And the last point here is really for you to weigh whether you should be investing in a DIY solution or wait for a commercialized solution. I can tell you that every technology provider that’s out there is focused substantially on how they’re going to deploy AI, and so understand that going with DIY may not be the best use of time or capital.Lastly, I promise, I’d leave you with this: everyone should walk away feeling like you can be an AI champion. It doesn’t have to start with IT, it really starts with experimentation. I am so happy I was able to join you all today. We’ve had the opportunity to connect with hundreds of IROs globally over the last 6-18 months and I’m certainly available for questions or follow up meetings on this topic to all of you. Thank you 
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Q&A
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